
Treat your customers, guests, employees – and yourself – to coffee at its very best. Whether it’s for use at the office, in a bar,

hairdressing salon, car repair shop or seminar rooms, the IMPRESSA X9 comes with features users and customers will love.The

IMPRESSA X9 not only delivers a full range of standard coffee types, such as ristretto, espresso and café au lait, all prepared to

perfection, but also handles specialities like cappuccino, latte macchiato, etc. at the push of a button.What’s more, you don’t even

need to move the cup.You can program a total of more than 20 individual coffee specialities and assign ten of them to individual

cups, exactly as you wish.The IMPRESSA X9 offers all this and much more at a price that represents incredibly good value for

money. The IMPRESSA X9 is simple to use, even for individuals with little or no experience of coffee machines. The clear-text

display dialogue system comes with easy-to-understand graphics that take you through all the programs.Two precision grinders,

an adjustable brewing unit and a huge choice of customizable programs guarantee you a cup of coffee exactly to your require-

ments, every single time.To top it all, maintenance in the form of integrated rinsing, cleaning and descaling programs is available

at the touch of a button. With its elegant design and high-quality materials, the IMPRESSA X9 is at home in any surroundings

and, thanks to a range of modular upgrades (e.g. accounting system connection, milk cooler, cup warmer, catering mobile etc.),

this professional coffee machine is as flexible as you and your business.

Technical data

Intelligent Pre Brew Aroma System©

I.P.W.S.©

Two cups in one brewing process

Height-adjustable dual-purpose dispenser 60–142 mm

Ten coffee specialities (eight of them individually programmable)

Pot of coffee in espresso quality

Auto-Cappuccino for milk froth

Auto-Cappuccino for warm milk

Separate hot water and steam dispensers

Five-language display/dialogue system,

other languages downloadable individually

Graphic display

Two separate heating systems

Two high-performance pumps, 15 bar

Two spherical grinders

Two bean containers

Programmable coffee mixture

Programmable powder quantity 5–16 g

Volume of bean container 650 g each

Volume of grounds container approx. 40 portions

Volume of water tank 5,0 l 

Automatic filling device optional

Cup safety rail

Daily capacity approx. 100 cups

Preparation times:

1 espresso (60 ml) approx. 30 sec.

2 espressos approx. 45 sec.

1 coffee (120 ml) approx. 40 sec.

2 coffees approx. 65 sec.

1 cappuccino (60 ml of coffee) approx. 40 sec.

1 café au lait (100 ml) approx. 34 sec.

1 macchiato (35 ml) approx. 34 sec.

Hot water output approx. 10 l/h

Integrated rinsing programme

Integrated cleaning programme

Integrated de-scaling programme

Token acceptor optional

Card reader optional

Milk system cleaning

Integrated combined cleaning system (milk and coffee systems)

MDB-Interface optional

Programmable automatic switch-off

Programmable automatic switch-on time

Programmable brewing temperature

Code-based user identification

Individual, resettable cup counter

Recognition of de-scaling

Adjustable water hardness

Weight 20,5 kg

Dimensions (B x H x D) 43 x 58 x 51 cm

Cable length 1,8 m

Connection output 230 V AC / 2,2 kW / 15 A

Testing

Article number 13210

Swiss made

JURA Elektroapparate AG

CH-4626 Niederbuchsiten

Internet www.jura.com
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Simply versatile:

• Various coffee types and specialities can be programmed to your precise require-

ments using the buttons.

• Two precision grinding machines, each with its own bean container, allow you to

use different types of coffee beans. You can even produce blends to your own

taste.

• All you need to do to produce a superb cappuccino or latte macchiato is push

a button. In fact, you don’t even have to move the cup!

• Hot milk at the touch of a button? No problem for the IMPRESSA X9. It

opens up the horizon for a whole new range of coffee specialities and makes it

even easier to produce drinks like hot chocolate etc.

• Anyone for tea? The hot water function produces it in seconds.

Simply user-friendly:

• The display dialogue system takes users through operations and programming

step-by-step.

• 10 buttons for predefined specialities turn the IMPRESSA X9 into a star in

self-service areas.

• The height-adjustable coffee dispenser takes cups and glasses of all sizes and

can be removed for easy cleaning.

• Integrated rinsing, cleaning and descaling programs make maintenance easier

than ever.

Simply beautiful:

• With its fabulous, clear-cut lines, the IMPRESSA X9 looks great wherever you

place it.

• The high-quality materials are easy to clean.

• Programming buttons not required for everyday use are concealed behind a

cover that is fully integrated into the design.

IMPRESSA X9: Simply outstanding

Product variety

Simply user friendly

Programming panel

Design


